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A small modification of Koch's plate method
by Dr. R. J. Petri
As is well known, to manufacture gelatin plates according to Koch, the pouring
apparatus must be set horizontally. The finished plates are placed on glass benches
in large bells with little else to aid them, especially without the pouring device.
For more than a year I have been using flat double dishes 10-11 cm in diameter and
1-1.5 cm in height for this purpose. The upper dish serves as a lid and has a
slightly larger diameter. The liquid nutrient gelatin loaded with the inoculating
material is poured into the dishes, which have been sterilized and cooled in the
drying cabinet as usual. If this is done by covering the overflowing dish only a
little and, under its protection, pouring out the test tube of gelatin (which has
previously annealed and cooled again at the edge in the usual way), then one can
expect very rare contamination by airborne germs. The poured gelatin soon
solidifies into a layer a few millimeters thick, which is kept for a very long time
under the protection of the upper lid dish, especially to be observed. When
examining soil samples, sand, earth and similar substances, it is advantageous to
pour the liquid gelatin over the material in the dish itself. One soon attains
quite a skill in distributing such masses evenly in the gelatin by short, jerky
movements of the dish. With the specified dimensions, every point of the poured
gelatin is accessible to the common microscopes. Only when using robust systems is
the layer close to the edge not always adjustable. The gelatin dries very slowly in
these dishes. You can keep it moist for even longer if you put several dishes on
top of each other (5-6) in a flat, slightly wider dish on a piece of damp filter
paper and put a correspondingly high glass bell (mouse jar, battery jar) over it.
Such flat dishes for agar-agar plates, which are known to adhere difficultly to
simple glass plates without special fastening, are particularly recommended.
Counting the colonies that have grown is also easy. After removing the upper lid, a
glass plate is placed in, in which the usual division of square centimeters and
their edges are engraved. The magnifying glass is applied and, as is known, counted
over a black surface. The area of the dishes is calculated immediately from its
diameter.
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